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f vr      struggle.   There followed the famous  interview between
j$'       „ Napoleon, the Emperor of the French, with Alexander, the
The Treaty./ Emperor of Russia, on the raft at Tilsit.   The two Emperors
of Tilsit.      becajne SWOrn allies, united in their determination to crush
England: Napoleon,  with characteristic sagacity,  exacted
practically nothing from Russia except the Ionian Islands,
but urged Alexander to extend his power at the expense of
Sweden and Turkey.     Now Napoleon wreaked his   ven-
geance on Prussia: her territories on the Rhine were taken
from her and made into the kingdom of Westphalia, which
would be an outpost of French defence : her Polish territories
were added to the new Grand Duchy of Warsaw.
England's        European resistance to Napoleon was at an end.   Prussia
yand Austria had been reduced to abject surrender; Russia
had been dazzled into a fantastic, grandiose alliance; only
England remained to check his ambition.
^
/ jn. ..... Europe: Nagoleon had no fleet to meet the English; his
attempt in 1798 to seizeTEer^co^
his plan of invasion in 1805 had been wrecked by Ms lack
^ of naval power.    He now elaborated a scheme which,
though not entirely novel, was in its completeness new.
Napoleon     He believed that England was entirely dependent upon her
the contin- yexport trade, and that if this could be crippled, her power
. would be broken.   Even, monarchic France, in time of war,
' had restricted neutral trade with belligerents, and the
Republic in 1796 had ordered the detention, and in 1797
the seizure, of all ships carrying British goods. Immediately
after the French occupation of Berlin, Napoleon issued the
Berlin Decree. The British Isles were declared to be in a
state of blockade: British ships were forbidden to enter
y the ports of France or those of her allies, and all trade with
Britain was prohibited: neutral vessels carrying English
goods were also to be excluded. The Milan Decree, which
followed in the next year, ordered the seizure of all neutral
vessels which touched at a British port ; and the Fontaine-
bleau Decree of 1810 completed the Continental System by
ordering that colonial or British goods, wherever found,
should be confiscated and burnt. England retaliated by

